A Conversation with Zadie Smith
Tuesday, February 2 at 4pm
Oopik Auditorium,
Life Sciences Center

Author Zadie Smith will discuss her work and answer questions from the audience. Her first novel, *White Teeth*, was the winner of The Whitbread First Novel Award, *The Guardian* First Book Award, The James Tait Black Memorial Prize for Fiction, and The Commonwealth Writers’ First Book Award. Her second novel, *The Autograph Man*, won *The Jewish Quarterly* Wingate Literary Prize. Zadie Smith's third novel, *On Beauty*, was shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize, and won The Commonwealth Writers’ Best Book Award (Eurasia Section) and the Orange Prize for Fiction.
A Note From Our Director, Graziella Parati

Dear Colleagues, Students, and Staff,

Happy New Year and welcome back to campus for the beginning of the Winter quarter 2016. We have a number of new activities and events at the center. I'll be very happy to see you all on these occasions.

Cordially,
Graziella

Upcoming Events
Winter 2016

Wednesday, January 27 at 12.30pm in Haldeman 246. PRESIDENTIAL SCHOLARS INFORMATION SESSION. For students. Cosponsored with Undergraduate Advising and Research.

Friday, January 29 at 2.00pm in Haldeman 246. MANUSCRIPT REVIEW FOR NICOLA CAMERLENCHI. By Invitation only.

Tuesday, February 2 at 4.00pm in Oopik Auditorium, Life Sciences Center. A CONVERSATION WITH ZADIE SMITH. Smith, author of On Beauty, discusses her work and answers questions from the audience. Open to the public.

Tuesday, February 9 at 4.00pm in Haldeman 246. CYNTHIA READ, EXECUTIVE EDITOR AT OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS. More information on page 3.

Tuesday, February 16 at 12.00pm in Haldeman 246. READING MINDS: NEUROSCIENCE AND THE LAW. A talk by Professor Adina Roskies. Part of the Humanities 3.0 series.

Tuesday, February 16 at 5.30pm in Rockefeller 003. MEDICAL HUMANITES TALK BY ARTHUR FRANK. Open to the public.

Thursday, February 25 at 12.00pm in Haldeman 246. STEM AND THE LIBERAL ARTS. A talk by Professor Cecilia Gaposchkin. Part of the Humanities 3.0 series.

www.dartmouth.edu/~lhc/events/index.html

Student Opportunities

Students for the Humanities

Join this student group that meets privately with Center guests like Zadie Smith, and gathers for monthly dinner and discussion.

The Tutor Spot
For Senior Thesis Writers

Seniors writing humanities-related theses may get free assistance from trained tutors. Open hours will be Sunday through Tuesday nights, 5.00pm to 11.00pm. Please contact the Center for more information.

Presidential Scholars

An info session regarding student research with faculty in humanities-related fields. Lunch available. January 27, 12.30pm.

Humanities 3.0 Series

A series of lectures of particular interest for students, exploring the intersection of humanities with other fields.

The Leslie Center offers fellowships and grants to Dartmouth Students.

www.dartmouth.edu/~lhc/fellowships
OF NOTE FOR FACULTY

Academic Publishing Discussion
With Cynthia Read
Executive Editor, Oxford University Press
Tuesday, February 9 at 4.00pm
In Haldeman 246

Read will discuss the expectation of editors and presses, offer suggestions on preparing a manuscript before sending it to publishers, and talk about how to approach publishers and present a book project.

Humanities Faculty Lunches
Fridays during the winter term,
12.00pm – 2.00pm in Haldeman 265

Friday lunches are intended for faculty in the humanities, occasional guests, deans, and colleagues interested in interdisciplinary work that includes the humanities. Lunches are free, casual, and an excellent opportunity to connect with colleagues. We invite faculty to drop by as they are able.

Faculty Opportunities

Faculty Workgroups

Theory Seminar: Meets Tuesday,
January 19 at 12.00pm in
Haldeman 246.

19th Century Study Group: Meets
Tuesday, February 2 at 12.00pm
in Haldeman 246.

Medical Humanities: Evening
Reception on Tuesday, January
19 from 5.00pm to 7.00pm in
Haldeman 246.

Medieval Seminar: Meets
Wednesday, January 20 &
Wednesday, February 24 at
5.00pm in Haldeman 125.

Faculty may propose new humanities-related groups; contact the Center for more information.

Faculty Research Funding

Funding to support research with a significant humanities component. For faculty of any rank. Deadline February 1.

www.dartmouth.edu/~lhc/fellowships/

The Leslie Center offers co-sponsorship funding for conferences and projects.

www.dartmouth.edu/~lhc/fellowships/grants.html
Looking Ahead: Spring 2016 Events of Note

These events are free and open to the public.

Thursday, April 7 at 4.00pm
POET ROBERT PINSKY

Thursday, April 12 at 5.00pm
CARTOONIST RUTU MODAN

Monday, May 16 at 4.00pm
AUTHOR JHUMPA LAHIRI

Photo Credit: Eric Antoniou

Additional information for each event will be posted as it becomes available: http://www.dartmouth.edu/~lhc/events/

The Leslie Center

The Leslie Center for the Humanities
Dartmouth College
6240 Haldeman Center, Room 263
Hanover, NH 03755
Tel. 603-646-0896
Fax. 603-646-0998

www.dartmouth.edu/~lhc/